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The 

Pokémon GO 

Craze!!! 
 

In this newsletter I will 
cover a variety of topics 
about this latest game, 

tips, tricks, charts & more! 
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WHAT IS POKÉMON GO? 
  

Pokémon Go* is a free-to-play location-
based (it uses your devise’s built-in GPS), 
augmented reality game developed by 
Niantic for iOS and Android devices.  

It was first released on July 6, 2016 in 
The United States and is gradually being 
rolled out for the rest of the world.  

You can download it from the Apple iOS 
store or the Google Play Store for free. 
However, it seems to only be compatible 
with semi-newer to newer devices such 
as cell phones and tablets.  

Not only is it a gaming phenomenon, but 
it’s also a great way to burn some 
calories as you need to walk, ride your 
bike, or jog to find and catch Pokémon.  

This game is played and beloved by 
people of all ages. As a matter of fact, 
me and my children play it on a daily 
basis and we love the bonding 
experience that it has given us. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Developer: Niantic, Inc. 

Series: Pokémon 

Publisher: The Pokémon Company 

Genre: Augmented reality 

Platforms: Android, iOS 
 

*Nintendo and Niantic Labs have 
teamed up to let players catch 
Pokémon in the very world we live in, 
thanks to a combination of GPS, 
augmented reality, and adorakably 
cute graphics! 

 

 

 

https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1PRFE_enUS644US644&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=599&q=pok%C3%A9mon+go+developer&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEwqNynJNcyx1FLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbVKSS1LzckvSC0CAHcXBnA3AAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwicsML8jZjOAhUEFT4KHVg1DtwQ6BMIjwEoADAT
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1PRFE_enUS644US644&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=599&q=niantic&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEwqNynJNcyxVOLSz9U3KDE1LjHK1lLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbVKSS1LzckvSC0CAM4OMs1DAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwicsML8jZjOAhUEFT4KHVg1DtwQmxMIkAEoATAT
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1PRFE_enUS644US644&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=599&q=pok%C3%A9mon+go+series&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEwqNynJNcyx1FLMTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbUqTi3KTC0GADtLFg80AAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwicsML8jZjOAhUEFT4KHVg1DtwQ6BMIkwEoADAU
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1PRFE_enUS644US644&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=599&q=Pok%C3%A9mon+video+games&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEwqNynJNcyxVOLUz9U3ME0yzDPXUsxOttJPLkvXT87PLSgtSS2KL8tMSc1PT8xNtSpOLcpMLQYANIfkJz8AAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwicsML8jZjOAhUEFT4KHVg1DtwQmxMIlAEoATAU
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1PRFE_enUS644US644&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=599&q=pok%C3%A9mon+go+publisher&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEwqNynJNcyx1FLJTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbUqKE3KySzOSC0CAKtJFYk3AAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwicsML8jZjOAhUEFT4KHVg1DtwQ6BMIlwEoADAV
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1PRFE_enUS644US644&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=599&q=The+Pok%C3%A9mon+Company&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEwqNynJNcyxVOLUz9U3SDOuLMjVUslOttJPLkvXT87PLSgtSS2KL8tMSc1PT8xNtSooTcrJLM5ILQIAfwQ90UIAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwicsML8jZjOAhUEFT4KHVg1DtwQmxMImAEoATAV
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1PRFE_enUS644US644&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=599&q=pok%C3%A9mon+go+genre&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEwqNynJNcyx1JLOKLfST87PyUlNLsnMz9NPT8xNLbZKT80rSi0GAM0BcHguAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwicsML8jZjOAhUEFT4KHVg1DtwQ6BMImwEoADAW
https://www.google.com/search?rlz=1C1PRFE_enUS644US644&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=599&q=pok%C3%A9mon+go+platforms&stick=H4sIAAAAAAAAAOPgE-LVT9c3NEwqNynJNcyx1FLOTrbSTy5L10_Ozy0oLUktii_LTEnNT0_MTbUqyEksScsvygUA_1dTQjYAAAA&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwicsML8jZjOAhUEFT4KHVg1DtwQ6BMIngEoADAX
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CLICK THE PICTURE BELOW TO FIND 
OUT HOW TO OBTAIN PIKACHU AS 
YOUR STARTER POKEMON COURTESY 
OF POLYGON ! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

STEP #1: INSTALL THE GAME 

Go to your device’s iOS store or Google 
Play store and use the search box to type 
in: Pokémon Go. It should be the first item 
on the list that will pop up as you can see 
in the picture.  

Click on it, and it will take you to the 
Pokémon Go page. There will be an 
“INSTALL” button for you to click on. 
Once you do, it will download onto your 
device. 

STEP #2: OPEN UP THE GAME & CREATE AN ACCOUNT 

The next step is to create your account. There are two options: 
sign up using your existing Google account or you can create a 
new one. Or, you can create your account using the Pokémon 
Trainer Club. The choice is yours… there is no right or wrong 
way. However, if you sign up using the Trainer Club it does 
come with added privileges such as a monthly newsletter, and 
sometimes you might see codes in there for rare Pokémon.  

Please note that when you sign up, keep in mind that players 
under the age of 18 must have a parent to give permission. I 
had to do that for my youngest son, and to be honest, the 
process was a pain in the butt!  

 

STEP #3: NAME, CUSTOMIZATION, & STARTER POKEMON  

Now you get to pick a name for your “Trainer/Character” which can only be spelled with 
letter and numbers. If you pick a common name, you might be out of luck since there are 
no duplicate names allowed. I play under the name of Vasalyss which I created and used 
long ago back when I played Runescape.  

After you’ve selected a cool name (or perhaps a lame one), you can now customize how 
your trainer/character will look like with many skins tones, hair colors, and outfits to 
choose from. In my humble opinion, I wish there was more options available. 

Now you will be introduced to Professor Willow who will now guide you on how to play 
the game and catch your first Pokémon by opening a map of the area around you. There 
will be three different Pokémon to pick from: Bulbasaur, Charmander, and Squirtle. 
Whichever one you pick first will be yours once you complete the battle- which is super 
easy by the way.  

There is a secret “fourth” Pokémon, Pikachu, which involves walking away from the 
initial battle several times but the process is a bit complicated. You can click the link if 
you’d like more information on obtaining Pikachu.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.polygon.com/2016/7/8/12131242/pokemon-go-how-to-get-pikachu-starter-guide
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HOW DO I GET MORE POKÉMON? 
 

Catching more Pokémon isn’t very well-explained in the 
actual Pokémon Go game. As you traverse the real world, as 
represented on the in-game map, you'll occasionally run into tufts 
of rustling grass. There's also a handy meter indicating which 
Pokémon are nearby on the lower right-hand corner of the map. (As 
of right now, that meter isn’t working properly. Hopefully it will be 
fixed in a game update soon.) 
 
By default, this part of the screen shows the three closest Pokémon to your physical location; clicking on it 
will reveal a wider look at the available Pokémon to catch. Each one has anywhere from one to three 
footprints underneath it, with one indicating that it's especially close to you and three meaning that you'll 
have to keep walking to find it. From my own experience with the game, I ALWAYS have three footprints. 
That is the feature of the game I mentioned above that needs fixed. 

Keep moving for a while in the direction of the rustling grass; once you get close enough, a Pokémon will 
appear on the map, and clicking on it will initiate a battle. Battles aren't between two Pokémon, though. 
They're between a Pokémon and your ability to swipe a Poké Ball in their direction. When you engage a Poké 
Ball, a colored ring will appear around the opponent. These change in size after each capture attempt. 
Throwing a Ball during a smaller window seems to be more effective.  

 

 

I should also mention that you can switch between 
two different views during these battles to catch the 
Pokémon. As seen on the image on the right side, 
this view is using your camera which is like battling 
in whatever environment you happen to be in. This 
view is in camera mode outside, and it gives players 
a more realistic approach.  

The other view on the left side of the image is when 
you switch off your camera mode (and it saves on 
your battery power too!) which makes it look more 
“cartoonish.” I prefer to keep my camera off… it seems easier to catch the Pokémon that way. But, ultimately 
it’s whatever preference you like better.  

Once you throw the Poke Ball and hit your target, you will either catch it or miss. You can throw balls as 
many times as it takes to obtain the Pokémon. Some will run away at times though which can be very 
frustrating. The “rarer” the Pokémon is, the higher chance it will run. You will see it disappear in a puff of 
gray smoke.  
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So in essence, use your map on the game to locate Pokémon. You can travel around to different locations. 
Some Pokémon will only spawn at night, near water, during thunderstorms, snow, etc.  

I should also mention that there are many apps you can download that has “Pokeradars” which show you 
what Pokémon are in/near your current location. Just don’t get one with a rating lower that 3… they are junk 
apps! I use three of them called: “PokeMap,” “Poke Alerts Radar,” and “PokeDetector.” When using one, I 
found one of the top 15 rarest Pokémon called Tauros which was located at a horse farm across from my 
house. Without the app I would never have known he spawned there. I now have two Tauros’s and couldn’t 
be happier!  --- Editor’s Note: It is now in violations of the game’s terms and policy’s to use 
any type of Poke-radar and users caught doing so will receive bans against their accounts 
and/or devices. 8-1-2014 

Speaking of apps, I use another one called PokemonGo by: Aminos. It’s a great community dedicated to 
Pokémon Go. You can find groups, post your rare finds, and drawings… and more! It’s sorta like Facebook for 
all things Pokémon. If you get the app and want to follow me, my user name on there is: jessj76. There is a 
similar app called Zoozal, my user name on there is: Vasalyss.  

 

ARE THERE ITEMS TO HELP ME FIND, CATCH AND TRAIN POKÉMON? 
 

There are a variety of items to purchase that aid capturing and upgrading Pokémon. These can be found in 
the shop located on the main menu of the game, and include a number of Poké Balls, as well as the following:  

 
 Incense: "Incense with a mysterious fragrance that lures wild Pokémon to your location for 30 

minutes." 
 
 Lucky Egg: "A Lucky Egg that's filled with happiness! Earns double XP for 30 minutes." 
 
 Egg Incubator: "A device that incubates an Egg as you walk until it is ready to hatch. Breaks after 

three uses." 
 
 Lure Module: "A module that attracts Pokémon to a PokéStop for 30 minutes. Other people around 

the PokéStop can also benefit from the effect."  
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Each of these items cost Pokémon Coins (or PokéCoins) which, unsurprisingly, must be bought for real 
money. Take a look below to see how much the game is selling PokéCoins for. If you'd rather not spend the 
cash, prepare for battle: Standing undefeated at your gym will also net you PokéCoins. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The most common Pokémon are found in the 2km eggs, with the rarest in the 10km eggs - 

which means you're in for a lot of walking if you want to advance in the game. When you receive 

“eggs” you want to place them in an incubator right away. I will place my highest level eggs (the 

10km & 5km) first before doing my 2km ones. There is a type of “trick” you can do, which I 

tested out myself… if you have a record player, place it on the turntable (make sure your game 

is one when doing this, as eggs will only incubate while the game is on/active). In no time at all, I 

was able to hatch three eggs which netted me some rarer Pokémon. But, I 

suggest getting out there and doing some walking. On the next page I will 

explain what Poke Stops are, and why they are important.  

     Example of egg incubation. Uh oh… it’s about to hatch! What will it be?  
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What in the world is a “Poke Stop?” 

 
 

These are notable locations in the vicinity of your location. They're represented by a blue marker on the map.  
 
Clicking on the marker shows a picture of the building, monument, park or whatever the location may be. A 
picture will appear and you will swipe it with your fingers back and forth until items come out.  
 
Swiping that picture will often net you a handful of items, like some Poké Balls or a Pokémon Egg that, when 
hatched, could add a new Pokémon to your collection.  
 
PokéStops are also some of the best places to look for Pokémon. When you discover one with swirling pink 
flowers around it, that means another local Pokémon Go player has attached a Lure Module to it. That's your 
signal to start heading towards that particular PokéStop, as several Pokémon are bound to spawn around it 
left and right. 
 
Each PokeStop respawns after five minutes which means you can keep getting it as many times as you’d like.  
 
To gain extra XP and level up faster, visit an area with lots of PokeStops, use a lucky egg, and keep hitting 
those PokeStops over and over. 
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Once you reach level 5, you can then begin to 

participate in the Gym Battles and Pokémon Training! 

 

So by now you have used your map to find PokéStops and Pokémon in the wild. I’m sure you’ve noticed large 

towers of various colors all around. Those would be Pokémon Gyms! In case you’re unaware of what I’m talking 

about, there is a picture above with a red arrow pointing to a gym on the PokeMap.  

How do I find a Pokémon Go Gym? 

Pokémon Go uses the GPS on your phone to place you in its Pokémon world, which you should be familiar 
with by now.  It is usually difficult to miss the gyms - they're the biggest, flashiest icons on your map (well, 
with the exceptions of the PokéStops that have lures attached to them). 

Look out for the tall, colorful towers near and far - they're usually located in places of interest or hubs of 
activity, and Pokémon are often visible at the top of the map icon. There will be a Pokémon sitting above 
them and they look like they rotate. 

You have to be a level 5 to enter a gym (at the very least…. I recommend leveling up to at least 20, and 
getting your Pokémon evolved and powered up as high as possible, before entering a gym but every player 
will have their own play style.) and the first time you do, you will be given three teams to choose from: 
Team Valor (red), Team Mystic (blue), and Team Instinct (yellow). More on the teams later….  

 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2016/07/13/pokemon-go-update-is-locking-players-out---how-to-get-back-in/
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I found a Poke Gym… Now what? 
Congratulations! In Pokémon Go, there is no charge for a gym membership unlike in real life, lol. In the game, 
most of the available gyms have already been claimed by a team (Valor, Mystic, or Instinct- and you can tell that 
by the color and mascot that the gym is) but there is still a small chance you'll find a 'blank' one, which you can 
claim for yourself and your new team. Here is a picture of what a blank/uncontested gym looks like: 

 

Gyms are, primarily, arenas for battling another trainers' (a.k.a. other “real” players) Pokémon.  You can battle at 
both 'friendly' gyms and the gyms under the control of rival teams; the former will help reinforce your team's 
gym by raising its 'prestige' points, while the latter will chip away at the enemy's prestige, inching it closer to 
being claimed by your team. You also have the option to leave a Pokémon behind at your team's gym to aid in 
its defense. Don't worry, that's not a purely charitable act - you'll be rewarded for your Pokémon’s endurance 
with items and Poke Coins that will help your Pokémon get stronger. Again, I suggest waiting and entering a 
Pokémon that is a high level… at least over 1500 cp.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/gaming/what-to-play/pokemon-go-items-full-list-of-unlockables-and-how-to-buy-in-game/
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It might be worth noting for those of you who are not already keyed into the basics of the Pokémon games that 
battling is the most direct way to strengthen your squad of Pokémon, raise their levels, and make them capable 
of more exciting stuff. In the picture example below, courtesy of telegraph.co.uk, you can see that the Eevee is a 
much lower level (125 cp) in comparison to its rival, Hypno (573 cp)…. so the outcome of the battle will not be in 
Eevee’s favor.  

 

 

If I win a gym battle, is that gym then mine? 

Nope. Nadda. No. Your victory will help whittle down that gym's 'prestige points' and, just as you have your own 
team of Pokémon, that gym will also have defenders from your rival teams. 

Your team only wins a gym for itself when enough victories have been claimed to get the rival team's prestige 
there down to zero. 

You can help boost the defenses of your own gyms by battling there - which will help build up prestige points for 
your team. 
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So you need to make the most crucial decision in the history of 

your Pokémon Go gaming experience: Picking a team. 

 

 

As I mentioned before, very briefly, you have a choice to make once you hit at least level five: whether you will pick between the red 
(Valor), blue (Mystic) or yellow (Instinct) team. I am proud so say I am team Valor and I support my fellow Valor teammates.  

Each team has a legendary bird Pokémon as its mascot. Valor is represented by the fiery Moltres; Mystic is fronted by the icy 
Articuno; and Instinct is ruled by the electric Zapdos. 

The yellow team is led, fittingly, by a male master trainer named Spark, who’s focus is on letting an individual Pokémon’s power shine 
through. 

 In charge of the red team is a female master trainer named Candela, who focuses on the Pokemon's traditional goal of training to 
become the very best trainer. 

The blue team has a master trainer named Blanche, and its foundation is ultimate knowledge about Pokémon and their evolutionary 
forms. 

Fun Facts About Team Mystic: 

 They value logic, the science of Pokémon’s evolution, wisdom and keeping a calm demeanor during training and battles. As of 
now (July 27, 2016), Team Mystic has the most teammates/players worldwide making it the largest and most popular choice. 
They are also comparing themselves to The House of Stark from the TV show, Game of Thrones, using the motto, “Team 
Mystic knows no bird but the bird in the North, whose name is Articuno.” This is a reference to Lyanna Mormont’s refusal to 
ally with Stannis Baratheon, writing to him, “Bear Island knows no king but the King in the North, whose name is Stark.” 
Mystic is driven more by wisdom, a quality that has come to define members of the Stark family. Another true fact: Team 
Mystic really hates Team Valor and their rivalry is the new “Cleveland Browns versus Shittsburg, er, Pittsburgh Steelers.” 
Sorry, I am a loyal Browns fan and had to throw that one in there, lmao! 

Fun Facts About Team Valor: 

 They want to be the best by focusing on strength and power. They are the second most popular team choice worldwide. Valor 
traditionally is compared to House Targaryen from Game of Thrones. Part of this might just be because blue and red line up 
with Stark and Targaryen. But there’s also the fact that Team Valor is driven by power, as Blanche says in her in-game 
introduction. What is Daenerys Targaryen all about if not power, strength, fire and blood?  

Fun Facts About Team Instinct: 

 This team is all about trust and following their instincts. They are the least popular of the teams but their players are fiercely 
loyal. Even though there are three teams in Pokémon Go, right now, it’s mostly a battle between Team Valor and Team Mystic. 
They’re the two most popular groups in the game, and they’ve focused their hated primarily on one another, while Team 
Instinct is out there doing its own thing 
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MORE ON Pokémon GYM BATTLES 

Battles are one-on-one only and you can only heal damage after the fighting is over. The 'combat power' of your Pokémon 
will be key in determining the result of the match, as will each Pokémon’s type. 

Every Pokémon has either one or two 'types'.  Each type has a handful strengths and weaknesses against other types and it 
pays to be well read on these. For example, water Pokémon are super-effective against fire Pokémon, so try to avoid being 
caught at such a disadvantage, even if you have a higher combat power. 

You can boost your combat power and evolve your Pokémon by using candy. Yes, you read the correctly. Candy which is 
just one of several key elements of the game. I highly recommend saving as much as you can!!! EVOLVE your highest CP 
Pokémon first, THEN use the candies to increase their power/CP. There’s no point in wasting candy on Pokémon that 
are not yet evolved….  Once they are evolved you then need star dust to raise their combat power or CP.  

So What Can You Do With All That Candy? 

You use candy in Pokémon Go for a couple of reasons: 

 You need them to evolve your Pokémon (example: from a Zubat to a Golbat). 
 You need them to make your Pokémon stronger by increasing their combat points. 

 
Every Pokémon has their own candy and is only receptive to that one kind.  You can't feed your Eevee with Pikachu candy, 
he won't touch it. But, you can use the candy to feed the same species that’s been evolved such as Zubat candy for a 
Golbat, or Pikachu candy to its evolved form Raichu.  
 
It will also cost more candy the higher your particular Pokémon’s level is at. The only way to get candy is to catch 
Pokemon, or, if you have excessive Pokémon of the same type (such as Rattata’s) you can transfer the lower level ones 
(first) into the Professor to get one candy per transfer.  
 
Whenever an egg hatches you can get candy from those as well and it ranges from 3 to 35 candies and depends on the 
rarity level of what hatched from the egg.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pokémon GO is not only fun and addictive, but it also promotes a smart 
way to burn some extra calories…. And a way for you and your family & 
friends to spends more time together. 

 

Thanks for reading this special edition newsletter! 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/gaming/what-to-play/pokemon-go-candy-what-is-it-how-do-i-use-it-where-do-i-find-it/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/gaming/what-to-play/pokemon-go-evolution-when-should-i-evolve-my-pokemon-and-how-do/

